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ITCC-N Joins National Forums
To f ,o ster lnter-Ca:mpus Cooperation

USNA Offers Opportunities

Miss Mary Lody of Wales, Great Britain, Miss Peggy Hughes
of York, Eng.and, and Miss Jean Davie from th e Isle of Ma.n
were recen,t visitors at our sch010I. The th ree ladies are exchange tea;chers here. for a year. They are all teaching in Chi·
cago Public: Schools. AH tlhree said th ey liked Chicago and th at
this city was nothing like the sterotype idea that they had.
Miss Hughes said her friends had teased her about carrying a
revolver when she came to our city. Miss Lody thought that
our ~chool atmosphere was much more tense than the Engfish SClhool, although college life is quite similar. All three
teachers felt that the exchange teacher program was a won__d_e_rf_u_l_e_x_p_
e.,..
ri_e_
n_
ce_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Vista Visits Campus
Illinois Teachers College Chicago-North students will have an opportunity May 19 to volunteer for service on Indian reservations, among
migrant far~ workers, in urban slums, and in rural pockets of poverty
ranging from Appalachian hollows to Alaskar. villages.
Representatives from Volunteers In Service To America. (VISTA)
will be on campus to outline the program and its role in the war on poverty.
"We're looking for volunteers of all backgrounds and abilities," reported Judith Dobkin, leader of the VISTA contingent. Miss Dobkin
described VISTA Volunteers as "people who can listen, understand and
communicate with others and who are committed enough to live and
work for a year among the poor in this country.
VISTA Volunteers serve for one
year, receiving living expenses
and medical care. In addition to an
allowance for food, housing, travel
and clothing, they receive $600 at
the end of their service.

ITCC-N has recently become a
member of the 350 member college organization - The United
States . National Student Association. USNSA, founded in 1947, is a
national means of fostering intercampus cooperation in US colleges
and of spreading that participation
in the international student world.
USNSA is operated through the
Student Senate of each particular
member college. Its goals are 1) to
maintain academic freedom and
student rights; 2) to stimulate and
improve democratic student government; 3) to develop better educational standards, facilities, and
teaching methods ; 4) to improve
student cultural, social, and physical welfare; 5) to guarantee all
persons equal rights in acquiring
primary, secondary, and higher
education; 6 ) to foster the reconition of the rights and responsibilities of tudents to the school, comunity, humanity, and God; and
7) to preserve the interests and integrity of the government and
Constitution of the United States of
America.
USNSA offers students the opportunity to extend their educational
experiences through service t o
their educational community. Special programs enable students to attend conferences on academic freedom, technical research forums on
education.
Also offered through an International student Relations Seminar
sponsored each summer, are 15 full
scholarships to students for intensive study in nations throughout
the world.

ITCC-N Part of Exec. Co,mm.
National Student Forum Soon

ITCC-N is finally gaining some a place in which the complex and
recognition from the other colleges diverse needs, opinions, and creathrough the "Pianning Conference tive ideas of students may be arfor a National Student Forum on ticulated, pooled, explored, develAmerican Higher Education."
oped. Not an arena for comproH e 1 e n Wislinski, our Senate mise or consensus, nor an agency
President, is on the Executive serving the mandates of constutuPlanning Committee for this For- encies."
um , along with representatives of The students participating have
University of Chicago, Harvard, some great plans for the Forum.
Berkeley, Reed, St: John's Univer- It is only in the planning stage now,
sity and Swathmore. William Ber- yet one can see that here is an orquist, the Educational Affairs Dir- ganization which will develop into
ector of the National Student Asso- a necessary and working part of
ciation, was also on the executive student participation in education.
committee.
We are grateful to our Senate
Other colleges participating in President, Helen Wislinski, for
the Forum were: Antioch College looking for and participating in
(where the forum was held), Bran- forums and committees of this
deis University, Monteith College sort. Helen, and (I'm sure) all of
USNSA produces pamphlets and of Wayne State University, Kala- us feel that it's great to see 1TCC-N
aid to student governments to mazoo College, Shimer, and God- working along with Harvard, Uni•
versity of Chicago, Swathmore and
schieve both theoretical and prac- dard.
Berkeley.
tical aid in student problems such
Three days of conferences wer.....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
as finances, curriculum, course held on April 22-24, trying to develevaluation, independent study, and op a . plan for the Forum. Their
. faculty-student relations.
statement of purpose was devel-

stitutions for the mentally handicapped. They may request service
in a specific geographical area in
the United States or its territories
and indicate the type of assignment
they prefer. Upon acceptance, canMiss Dobkin pointed out that didates enter a six-week training
over 2,100 VISTA Volunteers are program to prepare them for their
Programs f o r student travel
currently in training or on assign- assignments.
abroad are also offered. Reduced
ment to poverty areas . throughout
No entrance examinations or in- fares and job and education inforthe United States. About 75 per
cent of them are between the ages terviews are necessary to join mation in 28 countries are included
VISTA. Persons over 18 are eligi- in the travel opportunities. College
of 18 and 24.
ble; there are no education or ex- ID cards are needed to use
"Students now serving as Volun- perience requirements. Those who USNSA's money-saving travel rates
teers are involved in a list ~ ac- wish to join must submit two appli- require a NSA-member card for $2,
tivities as long as the problems cations which may be obtained or to non-member college for $4.
which poverty creates," she said. from the VISTA information center This educational travel is offered
They are conducting literacy pro- on campus along with further in- to all full-time undergraduates,
grams, organizing clean-up cam-_fo_r_m_a_ti_·o_n_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ full or part-time graduates now atpaigns, developing recreation protending or having attended a colgrams, tutoring dropouts. setting
I
lege within two years who are unup libraries, organizing community
•
der 35 years of age, who want to
meetings and surveying health
enjoy travel abroad and across the
needs. They have renovated oneUS via reduced rates.
room school houses. started night The Student Fee Committee will '1be International Commission of
classes for adults, and ~ded
.
legal services on bail bond proj- meet to cons1Cier the budget re- USN5A hopes to unite the separate
ects.
quests of student organizations and branches of college students around
the world, and foster a feeling of
VISTA Volunteers go where their school activities_ on Wednesday, international idea exchanges and
help has been requested. Along May 25 in the Little Theater at 3 interests. A primary intention of
with work in cities and rural area, p. m.
the international program is to reVolunteers are also assigned to inenforee the need for international

NOJI( E
PUBLIC MEETING

creased interest and promotion in student idea presentation and a
student-exchange programs, and sharing of those ideas.
application of newly acquired forUSNSA recognizes the need for
eign student donations into college college student involvement in stugovernment.
dent government and for increased
Sporting events are used to fur- concern over national, social, pollther new student relations among tical, and educational development,
nations. Last year in August of and the integral role that college
1965, student olympics were held students must play.
in Budapest with American univerPresident Lyndon B. Johnson has
sity athletes' par ticipation being a endorsed USNSA's program as a
first for the International Univer- contribution to the "responsible desity Sports Federation.
velopment of our nation's future
Communication between colleges leaders."
is stressed by the East African
The Student Senate at ITCC-N
Press Seminar, a three-week sem- will offer this program to the stuinar held in Nairobi, Kenya, to pro- dents here, and information is
mote journalism as a pathway for available in the Senate office.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - , - - - --

oped as follows: "The National Student Forum on American Higher
Education will provide a forum for
a student voice on problems in the
development and structure of American Higher Education. The Forum
will be a means for an interchange
of student evaluation plus formulating creative alternatives to the
present educational process and
environment. The Forum will also
be a resource of and a voice for indicating the organized presence of
individual students engaged in
evaluating and influencing the
processes and designs of American
Higher F.ducation.''
Some of the ideas from the participants on the Forum were that
the "Forum should be a studentrun, education-oriented organization."
"The Forum should be a forum:
a place where ideas are exchanged,
education on all campuses, with in-

Exam Security
Investigated

President Sachs has set into operation a committee to investigate
the security regulations for all future examinations.
Attention to the problem was signalled by numerous anonymous letters and phone calls. In the light of
such action, President Sachs felt
that the situation "could not be ignored."
Dr. Lease, chairman of the committee, sees the problem as "cheating.'' It will be the concern of the
committee to "explore ways of
eliininating or reducing this unfortunate incident."
·The committee will not act as a
policing force, but will make recommendations for such action. It is
also their wish not to infringe on
the rights and privileges of the in(Continued on Page 2)
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Summer Help Needed

Student Curriculum

New Name For ITCC-N
Is Planned

Petition Discussed
Last semester, a group of ITCC-N
students presented a petition objecting to the required 9 class
hours of curriculum and receiving
only 6 hours credit for them. Senator Sandra Friedlander gave the
petition to the Student Senate who
in turn presented it to President
Sachs and the faculty curriculum
council. In aiming to improve the
present curriculum course, Dr.
Sachs intends to hold seminars and
meetings while having open discussions with past students of curriculum as well as those currently enrolled. This is an important issue
for the school now since the faculty
is revising the curriculum.

Early in 1967, the State Legislature will have the task set before
them of selecting a new name for our school.
Our present name (Illinois Teachers College Chicago-North), besides being- cumbersome and uninspiring is doomed to obsolescence. As
our school may soon become- a multi-purpose institution, the word
"Teachers" should be omitted . The following statement to Dr. Frederick H. McKelvey: " In anticipation of growth in enrollment and expansion of program offerings, the Committee strongly recommends a
change in the name of the College, omitting the word, Teacher, from
the new name. We would expect to select a distinctive and individual
name-not shared with another institution-which would afford the College an unique identity."
Do you have a better name for
our school ? Then you have a golden oppor tunity. Members of the
faculty and staff have requested
that the Interim ask all students
to submit suggestions for a new
name. On page 6 of this issue of the
Interi~ . will be found a suggestion
blank that can be deposited in the
suggestion boxes near the Coffee
Shop.

Fort Dearborn State College
(University)
Great Lake College
Greater Illinois College
Great Lakes State Collese
(University)
Illinois Americana State College
Chicago State University
(College) North
Illinois Metropolitan University
Illinois State College - Chicago
Bryn Mawr Campus
Illinois State University
Illinois State University at
Chicago
Illinois University of Greater
Chicago
Iriquo1·s College
Lakeside State College
Lincoln State University (College)
Midwest Illinois (University)
Midwest State
Midwestern College
Midwestern State University
(C 0 llege)
North Chicago College
Northeast Illinois State College
(University)
Northeast Illinois State College
(University)
Northeastern State University
Northeastern University
Northern Chicago State
University (College)
Prairie College
Prairie State College
(University)
Carl A. Sandburg State
University
Carl Sandburg State College
Sauganash University in Chicago
A. Stevenson State College
Adlai E . Stevenson State College
(University)
Adlai Stevenson College
stevenson College
Stevenson State College
State College of Chicago
State College of Chicago
(Illinois)
State University at Chicago
State Un1·vers1·t Y ( coJIege ) of
Chicago
University of the Midwest
Upper Illinois State College

If you're curious you'll find this art form outside of the audi·
torium . The Art department has a message for you .

Accre d•t
t•
Report
I a lOll
Of NCAC Tearn Re }ease d

Montessori Gives
Scholarships

Several I 11 i n o i s Montessori
schools are offering scholarships
Last January the North Central also quite favorable and shows that to trainees enrolling in this year's
Association of Colleges and Second- graduates of ITCC-N compare £av- Midwest Montessori Teacher Trainary Schools visited ITCC-N. Since orably with their counterparts ing Program in Chicago. The
this visits main purpose dealt with from other institutions. In brief, schools, all of which are staffed by
Since there is a strong likelihood
teachers trained in the methods
that we may soon become a univeraccreditation of our school, stu- student achievement seems very
and insights of the famed Italian
sity, all name suggestions should
dents have expressed a strong in- acceptable , even sup~rior."
child development specialist Maria
be equally appropriate to either a
terest in the results of that visit.
" Teaching is of average to excel- Montessori, enroll children between
college or a university.
T h e most important statement
the ages of three and six. The
lent quality." "from all conversa- Training Program, which beg1·ns
In fitting with the spirit of our
made by association was "Tne •
,
quest for a new name comes the
hons it appears1· th at students ap- July 5, is open to college graduates
Commission
on
Colleges
and
Unifollowing statement from President
prove strongly [Of the college and interested in early childhood eduSachs : " We are looking for a name
versities of th e Nor th Central As- of the faculty. Students in classes cation. Scholarships offered to date
under which we can build a distincsociation, at its meeting on March an d m
• m
• formal situations
.
•
app_e ared are :
tive reputation. The name itself is
30, voted to transfer accreditation bright, alert, and stimulated by the
The Montessori Society of Chamnot important. What is important
from Chicago Teachers , College,
paign-Urbana (309 W. Green St.,
education provided. The classes u b
Ill 6180 1)
ff ·
are the characteristics we identify
North to Illinois Teachers College
r ana,
·
is O ermg two
with this name."
themselves ranged in quality from $1,500 scholarships. Contact Mrs.
Chicago, Nor th · · ·" toutine to very good ." In response Schroer, (217) 367-3614.
Below is a partial list of names
But
many
students
would
like
to
to the question, "Is the level of
The Elmhurst Human Potential
that have been suggested up till
know more details about the com- achievement of students consistent School 0 30 W. Butterfield, Elmnow. The full list of suggested
burst, Ill.) is offering six scholarnames, including those you submit,
mittee's report. How did ITCC-N with the goals of the institution ?"
ships
ranging from $2,200 to $300.
will appear in the next issue of the
look to them? What kind of impres- the committee reported that avail- Contact u. Fleege (312) VI 8-8612.
Interim. You will then have the
sion did we give our visitors? And able information showed a "favorThe Northwest Suburban Montesopportunity to vote for your prefermost important, what did they able response. " It also noted that sori School (259 East Central Rd.,
ences. The three names receiving
think of the students?
the school was trying to " remain Des Plaines, Ill.) is offering five
the most votes will be submitted to
scholarships ranging from $1,500 to
the State Legislature for final
The report given to President abreaS t of th e moS t recent tre nds $1,200. Contact Nancy Burke (312)
choice of our new names.
Sachs has many complimentary in teaching methods" through the 437-2471.
statements about our school, our use of " innovations in the teaching
The Oak Park Montessori Child
Bryn Mawr State College
(University)
faculty and us . "Students life . . . of music and the utilization of Development Center (Harvard and
Chicago City College
audio visual devices!"
Kenilworth, Oak Park, Ill.) is ofis clearly a strong point. For a non•
fering six scholarships ranging
Chicago Illinois State College
residential institute, ITCC-N does
The report contained more than_ from $2 ,000 to $300. Contact V.
Chicago · Michiana State College
remarkably well by its students - just complimentary phrases about l<~leege (312) VI 8-8612.
Chicago Northern State
University
and they respond well. The team us . The visiting team , that consisThe San Lorenzo Montessori
Chicago State College
was impressed by the esprit de ted of Dr. Francis Heller, Dr. School (Park Ridge, Ill.) is offering
(University)
two $2,500 scholarships. Contact
corps expressed· by virtually every Maur1·ce Seay ' Dr · John Kamer1'ck Mrs . J . Bychowski (8704-A GregCook College
student approached. The director and Dr. Sam G. Gates , also report- ory Lane, Des Plaines, Ill.) (312)
Cook State College
of co-curricular activities deserves ed on areas that would need atten- 296-7382.
Dearborn College
Dearborn State College
much credit for her endeavors." tion · as our college continues to
Sever.al schools are offering in(University )
"Faculty members give · the im• grow. One of the major areas is , of terest-free loans in addition to the
scholarship g r a n t s. Additional
Fort Dearborn College
pression
of
competence,
alertness
course,
our
physical
plant.
We
will
scholarships will be announced
Fort Dearborn Illinois State
and enthusiasm. Good rapport ex- need more area and buildings. Bus i:;oon by more than 30 Illinois and
College
---------------'=-=-------_;;__~.::.:!::.:...__ 1ists between faculty members and after reading through the report other midwest area Montessori
administrative officials." " .. . the students, faculty and administra- Schools now in operation.
Interested seniors should contact
College continues to take remark- tion deserve to feel quite proud of
the persons indicated or write dirably good advantage of local and 1--I_T_C_C_-N_.- - - - - - - - - ~ e ct I y to : Midwest Montessori
suggestions for the
area resources . Its concern with
Teacher Training Center, 1010 West
the probiems of the disadvantaged
Chicago Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
in the urban society is genuine and
60622.
impressive. "

.---------------------------My

new name

of ITCC-N

Senate Elections

are:

Set For May 31

NAME
ADDRESS
Please tear out and place in boxes ou tside
cafeteria entra nces

-----------------~---------~

The committee found that the
students of our school compare
" very favorably with other state
·
··
A
co II eges an d umvers1hes.
CT
scores indicate that entrants in the
fall of 1962 and the fall of 1963 were
higher than the national median for
college-bound high school seniors."
"Well over 90 per cent of ITCC-N
students who have taken the Chicago certification examination have
passed. A similarly high percentage have written acceptable
examinations on t h e National
Teachers Examination. Evidence
from the Miller Analogies Test is

Security Check-

A Senate Election is staged for
Tuesday, May 31, 1966. At that time
ten senators will be elected. All
eligible students are invited to run
for an office. Those of you who are
not running are urged to support
your representatives in the Student
Government and vote. Rules and
regulation f
ed
1 t·
. s or e ec ion proc ure
are available in Mrs. Zimerman 's
office. All petitions are to be
placed in the Senate Mailbox by 1
p. m . Friday, May 20, 1966.

( Continued from Page

1)

structor, in the administration of
tests .
President Sachs maintained that
the investigation is not greatly interested in obtaining the names of
those persons who have acted imprudently, but rather in the lack of
security in · the administering of
, tests
'I Establishing sensible rules on
!testing procedure is the keynote in
!the " protection of _good students. "
, The committee comprised of three
Dean Hirshman
faculty members and two students
Chairman of the Board will have its initial meetini in thl."
of Elections Committee ,near future.
I
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Editorials

A Rose By Any Other
·Name . . .

Pate 'ftree

Letters to the Editor
.A Reply From
S.K.E.

guides for visitors to our school .
We have taken educators from all
over the world around our school,
pointing out the many revolutionary aides to education that make
this school what it is.
As far as our "particular brand
of hell week," 1 would sugget that
the editor stop in the coffee shop
and cafeteria during our "hell
week" and .observe the pledges
cleaning the· tables, and floors in
order to make it more enjoyable
for all to use. This "hell," is not
in asy way degrading, and the
pledges of the fraternity are always attired in a gentlemanly manner, with white shirts, ties, and
slacks, and have been dressing in
this way for three trimesters.
In regards to our "method of
student selection," if the editors
had taken the time to contact
President Sachs, or any of the
deans, they would have found out
that they all know how our mem-

llhe Muse is
Not Amused

Dear Editor,
Your editorial on fraternities,
I ·would like to ask, what the purSigma Kappa Epsilon in particupose of the Interim is. Is it a newsIar, in the May 4, 1966 Interim. was
paper that keeps the students invery interesting, but completely
formed on important happenings in
· It
unfarr.
was evi'den tiY based on
·
·
'th
t
th
b
this school? Is it a means of pubpersona I opmion, wi ou
e enefit of any facts.
lishing articles that are pertinent
Add to that the confusion of the previous 11ame change that was di£- s. K. E. does many worthwhile
to the College? Are the articles
ferent and yet seemed almost the s~me and we can little wonder why a things, and does nof believe in
chosen for the students' benefit, or
daily newspaper referred to us last week as Chicago Teachers College- "Blowing their own horn," so the
sre
they chosen to fill space?
North.
student body does not hear of
them, and it often looks as though
The May 4 issue carried several
Bu_t there is hope-we are not destined to be forever encumbered the members are doing nothing.
articles
(Yale Plans Truly "Liberwith a five word name. Faculty and staff members have informed the For instance, the members have
al"
Curriculum
and Growth and
Interim of a future name cllange and would like to have students par- donated blood for the benefit of
Changes In Junior College Future)
ticipate in the selection of a aew name.
some faculty members, three stuwhich, in my yopinion were not of
t
f
littl bo
h •
Since we are a state school this change must go through our state den s, an d or a
e Y w O IS
importance
to the majority of the
in no way connected with ITCC-N.
students. However, after looking
legislature. The legislature has reQueste!l that three names be subWe have also ushered, with oththrough the paper carefully, I
mitted to it, with at least one coming from students' suggestions.
er organizations such as the sororfailed to find even a mention of the
·ty t
d t·
I
t d
If you have simply skimmed over tlie article on the name change, 1 , a gra ua ions, P ays presen e
new fine arts magazine, The Muse.
.
please go back and read it carefully. We hope that many of our fellow bY th e Stage Players, convocat ions,
I feel that the students would have
students
take advantage of this opportunity and· give us sugges- · presentations of Orchesis, and for hers are selected, and a few min- profited more from an article con. t'
h h
t
utes discussion with one of the oftions for a new name. All students wil have a chance to vote on the orgamza 10ns w o ave pu on pre.
t t'
·
d't ·
f
ficers or members of the fraternity cerning The Muse than from either
name they like the best. You may put your suggestions in the boxes sen a ions m our au i ormm or
would have revealed to them that of the other two. The organizations
th
t
t
bod
I
d
outside of the Coffee . Shop.
e genera s u en
y;
The fraternity started and runs the organization is indeed "open" of this college must c~perate if
You may submit the future name of our school-don't miss this the Book Exchange every semes- to all men wh<?, are willing to work. they wish to succeed as a whole.
chance for a bit of immortality.
ter for the benefit of the students. for their school without any com- The Muse would have benefitted
along with the student body if an
At the Book Exchange it is possi- pensation whatever.
ble for the student to sell his books As to why the fraternity and sor- article was run.
for more than the bookstores are ority receive schiol funds and the
I suggest that the editors look inable to pay, and to buy used books Civil Rights Organization does not,
• •
f
t I can not answer as I have no idea. to their choice of articles in the
Amid the pressures of final exams last trimester, a noteworthy either
or lessbookstore.
·th an th ey are offered a However, if the editors of the Infuture and choose the ones that
event. took place that may have been missed by many of our students.
We support a Korean orphan, terim would ask their office mana- would be more advantageous to our
The first fine arts magazine of ITCC-N was published.
and have done so for the last two ger who is also the President of the
.;;,.·
·t
'bl f h
Student Senate, they might find college .
The Muse truly is an inspiration for talented young writers and years, m<U\.mg i possi e or er out. For the Student Senate is reartis
· ts. As a relatively new college, many of our precedent-settm·g en- to attend school, a nd to. have
Sincerely yours
· the
th sponsible for the distribution of
I th
deavors experience a rather ,vobbly start. A fine arts magazine had necessary warm c O mg m
e these funds.
Kevin McHugb
been in the talking stage for quite some time, but it took a group of winter climate of Seoul, Korea.
Managing Editor Another service with which we
·
'
ambitious freshmen to actually put it together. It was a tremendous
Smcerely
yours,
The Muse
undertaking for them. The staff did a fine job, as the finished product serve our school, is one th at th e
James A. Kreiling
is well done.
Director of Co-Curricular Activities
Past President(Editor's Note) Your letter and our
always needs help on, that of tour
Sigma Kapa Epsilon
editorial crossed in the mail.
We hope all students will pick up a copy of The Muse at the book-t"----:::----_;;__ _;___ _ _.--_ _ __:.:!?:::.:....::::!:::...=!!:::=._..J.:.::::::,:::.:.::...:::.:..:::.:::.:::::....::~::::...::::::___
To the Editors,

"A rose may still smell as sweet under any other name" but rose
is a fairly short name an:i fits the flower to a tee. With our school's
name it is a different story. Illinois Teachers College Chicago-North or
even ITCC-N (the hyphen must go between the second "C" and the
"N" ) s a bit cumbersome. And shortly it won't even fit us. As we continue to grow, we expect to become a liberal arts college or university.

will

Congratulations

•

stores if they have not already done so . . The efforts of the creative
members of our college should not go unappreciated.

Announcements

•iiiiiiiial:~~;£:~~~5

Experience is a
Better Teach er

can attend class every day faith- convenience. The speech notebooks
fully during the "off-season" and are his sections of the past two trigain little if his mind is elsewhere. mesters.

Some form of classroom experi- .
ence in the elementary school Reading for Fun
should be required of students be-.
A program to stimulate "for
fore reaching the level. of student
teaching, Only so much can be fun" reading has been instituted
learned from the textbook and col, under the U. S. Office of Educalege discussions , observation and tion which was explained recently
a short classroom presentation in Mr. Ralph McGill's column in
would be helpful in showing the stu- the Chicago Daily News. It is prident what problems might be con- marily aimed at culturally disadfronted. Often the student dwells vantaged children and adults in
in the theoretical without a grasp order to whet their appetite for
of the practical situation. It has pleasurable reading which would
happened that at times a student litltimately lead to the reading of
may fulfill all requirements for various types of books for more
graduation, only to find at the end km;>wledge.
that teaching is not their forte.
It would be worthwhile to establish a program of a similar nature
for the college student who has
Semester - Trimester?
trouble in not only finishing his reThe trimester system should be quired assignments, but also to
reviewed for its effectiveness. If a just pick up a book and read it for
poll were taken, probably it would enjoyment. Many students have
be found that many students take never been inculcated with the
off at least one or more summers, "joy of discovery" in learning
or because of the constant pres- even though they have reached the
sure, take less than the full load college level. Because of the intenduring some trimesters. In essence, sive reliance on the written word,
most students do not make it in the many of us would benefit on improposed nine trimesters. If at- provement of reading skills and attendance does drop in the summer titudes.
months, and those that do attend
take less than the normal work- · If you have a sugge.rtion regardload, why keep up such a hectic ing any facet of college life and/or
pace for faculty and students. Even extra-curricular activities, please
if a student does plod along for nine
Jubmit them to the Interim office.
consecutive trimesters, chances are
his grade report will show periodic The suggestions need not be signed
slumps in his average, usually in rmless they are so good you wish to
the summer. It is possible that one receive credit for them!

Vending Machine
Refunds
Students who have money due
from preyious vending machine
complaints. They may pick up their
money from Mrs. Ikenn in the Activities office.
Burnette .Ardagh, Dr. Berlinger,
Donna Butera, Jean Davis, Pat
Delaney, Rebecca Eichenstein,
J. Elske, Mary Farbotko, Patty
Ferguson, Jim Frederick, Loretta
Geiger, Bi 11 Grudnicki, Paul
Guerino, Shari Kelner, Phyllis
Laskov, Mary Mamrose, Margaret Reid, Tom Romano, Pat
Swindell, Elaine Uchiyama, Janice Voytech, Margaret Csakai,
Robert DeBrocke, Thomas Eiermann, Juanita· Fineman, Pat
Gallagher, Harold Goldmeire,
Dave Kamper, Jim Krbec, Vicki
Logan, Thomas Lucas, Kathy
Mann, William Miller, Joann
Myslowski, Lila Peterson, Toni
Pighetti, Sarah Polachek, Lois
Polakoff, Annah Porgas, Barbara
Rosen, Bonnie Skorecky, Catherine Sprague, Judy Stei~ele, Dierdre Talbot, Andre White, Helen
Wislinski, Charlene Wolovick,
Marilyn Yount.
Anyone who has lost money in
the vending machines should fill
out a form in the Senate Office.
The following week they can pick
up their money from Mrs. lkenn in
the Activities office.

Frankly Speaking

Happy Days Are
Here Again I I
By FRANK SF.SKO

Roll out those hazy, lazy,, crazy days of summer in Chicago, those
days of mid-May snow flurries, freezing temperatures, and influenza.
This was one year I swore that I would not take any courses during
the summer. "Why," I asked myself, "should I be slaving away at
books when I can divid, my time very nicely between earning a little
spending money and basking in the summer sun."
- My ·summer vacation began with a two week trip to Las Vegas,
Nevada. This trip slightly altered my plans for the summer. Now,
rather than working for spending money this summer, I'll be working
to repay the bills involked by the trip. On my way back to Chicago I
told myself that at least I would be al:>le to enjoy the second half of my
intended goal, to bask in the summer sun.
I now sit here gazing out my window, watching the snow fall almost
as rapidly as the temperatures have in the past few days. Yes, this is
the life~
Really though, the trip to Las Vegas wasn't all bad. As I passed
through Texas, I saw a Mexican restaurant and immediately remembered having been told in Dr. Brandzel's classes and the many Cultures
classes at ITCC-N, that the best way to learn about people is to meet
,.them, do what they do, etc., etc. Proving that I was a true blue, died In
the wool, willing to learn student, I marched right into the restaurant
~nd decided to eat like a true Mexican. My meal consisted of three
tocos, one tamale, and a bowl of chili. As a special added attraction,
the restaurant also threw in some sort of corn chips and a bowl of
ground peppers, to be used as a dip. My stomach must have thought
that I had died and had been cast into the fires of eternal damnation.
All I can do is thank the good Lord that they served water with the
meal! !
Upon my arrival home I was determined to put aside my worries
and above all, give no .thought to school work. My plan was to keep
away from anyone who could remind me of college work. I felt that the
best way to do this would be to attend a meeting of our Young Adults
Club. Two of the first people to greet me at the meeting were Marge
Imbiorski and Dan Determann who hailed me with the pleasant tidings,
"You should see what's going on at ITC mis summer!"
Later in the evenin,g I m~t a Miss Jane Mueller, who doesn't attend
ITCC-N, but who seemed to know an awful lot about our gym department. Hmmmm ! ! ! ·
~· .
Yes, my friends, don't let anyone tell you dlfferent; there's nothing like taking off a summer from college to help you forget your worries and relax!
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Book Reviews

Death-Fact and Fiction
in the talons of unimaginative gar- ble to ignore and the reader pushbage_ Ugh ad nauseam!
es on in a sort of horrified hypnoPossessing a peculiar power for sis to encounter yet another startuseless books, Nicholas Blake (I ling new fact.
do hope the poor man doesn't deNader attacks from several vanvelop a complex) fails once again tage points. His first, " designed-iii
THE SAD VARIETY by Nicholas in every attempt at embodying
defects, " gives the 1960-1963 CorBlake, Perrenial Library, 1964.
the human spirit. Not only has he vair an entire chapter all to itself.
We have allowed a web to be failed in presenting this reality, but Chapter I, sub-titled, the "one-car"
woven around us too subtly and in- he stupidly avoids the possibility accident, reveals the drastic tuckconspicously that we are trapped! that there may even be some truth . under hazard of the Corvair and its
Unrealizing that our path has grad- Building barriers of time, places, sad toll of life and limb. Buicks,
ually descended by shameful de- and people, Blake ultimately robs Cadillacs, Fords, Chryslers have to
grees, we have blundered into an his creation of tbe universality it share chapter 2, which continues
insidious prison of poor literature. so sorely lacks.
with built-in-defects. These defects
Now reigns the era of post-magAs a total entity, THE SAD VA- are distinguished by being less im11animous fiction .
RIETY is aesthetically sick, sop- mediate. Nader labels them "autoAlong with the myriads of scientific principles that every colHeaps of scurrilous novels lie on ping with watery words and motive time-bombs.'' The 1953
lege
student le,a rns everyone is directly affected by the "Law
all our bookshelves as ignominious strained similes. But no matter how Buick Roadmaster " booby trap"
of College Textbooks." This law, which states that the cost of
reminders of our frank unconcern. wretchedly a writer writes if he is (2 tons of automobile without
a new text is inversely proportional to its resale value after
Worse than low, vulgar writings a bit of a poet at heart, 'his star brakes ); the 1965 full-sized Ford
16 weeks use, may be stated in simpler terms-the more a
are the "nothing" novels. Neither will shine. Chiefly beautiful and equipped with faulty suspension
book costs when it is new the less it is worth when you want
bad nor good, these pieces are no- craftsmanlike poetic devices, spare- arm ; the 1965 Plymouth, Fury,
t,o to resell it. These students above are trying to overcome
thing - static, useless , drab, unin- ly scattered throughout the book, Chrysler a n d full-sized Dodge
this pro,b.lem by the use of the S.K.E. Book Exchange.
spiring pieces of nothing _ dumb reveal the best of Blake. " .. . like equipped with faul ty steering gear
novels.
a hammer swathed in ice-coid cot- - all called forth maddeningly
. tonwool," and ". . . positively slow action on the part of the manPlopped amidst all the "nothing"
sleepy; like drugged honey . . . " ufacturers while motorists were
novels, bogged in trifling garrulity, portray a rightness and exactness
blissfully unaware of their "timeis THE SAD VARIETY (note the
of meaning and simplicity. Obvious- bombs." Such construction defects
fantastically appropriate title) , a ly, Blake possesses all the poetic
are all the more alarming since
mystery story which " moves swiftfaculties for creating a good and their effect is compounded due to
ly, even inexorably, with never a
lovely mental image, like . . .
the mass production in the indusfalse direction, never a let-down. "
" . .. as though it was not
try. Nader adds , the industry's 1965
(Who would have thought the poet
words but ectolasm that
models "fell to new depths of
Untermeyer capable of such lies! ).
was coming out of their
shoddy workmanship.''
An obnoxious failure, . the book
mouths, swirling into the
Why the lack of action on the
bulges with a big fat empty plot.
dingy room like a fog, reachpart of the industry ? - Nader lays
Mystery stories, usually plethoric
ing for him, wrapping him
much of the blame at the doorstep
with suspenseful action, begin with
round in a cocoon."
By Diana Locallo
a bang and end with a wham; but
Such rare crystal images are tru- of those " sacred totems," cost reAlas! Joe College has invented a new way to release his tensions
Blake' s booby begins with a pang ly edifying. Sad that the rest of duction and style. Styling takes
and climaxes with a cute whimper. the novel had to happen to a poet! precedence over safety, and engin- and frustrations. Gone are the days of puffing on that no good weed
He sacrifices harrowing and chalPat Brieschke eering imagination for automotive back of the shed. Beer brawls on weekends are passe and are now being
safety is shackled - so claims Nalenging life problems that have
replaced by what he calls 'The safe way to rebel.' It's nothing serious,
der, and he points to the lethal
threatened men through the ages
mind
you. This harmless little pacifier is pot, more corr.monly known
Cadillac tail-fi.q design and the
( such stuff is real life and realisas
marijuana.
sharp-hooded Mustang.
tic literature made of) for "the

FICTION

Nicholas Blake

t--------------------------

The
"Safe" way
to
Rebel

startling confession ,' ' "the crumpled note," and, of course " the
rendezvous with unexpected death ."
Flat characters, embodying the
human qualities of nobility and
weakness like dying sheep, wallow
about the novel in a miasma of unreality. Even an omniscent view
the most facile of all novelisti
viewpoints, cannot drag truth into
their stale existences. Human nature is superimposed on a bunch of
stick figures like puzzles are placed
on a board, piece by piece , ready
to fall to destruction at any moment.
Characters are not isolated as a
monumental fiasco, for the ideals
perpetrated within the story line
fa)) just as flat. Beneath the sorrowfully ludicrous confusion of a
secret~formula-inspired kidnapping,
shrouded in some fuss about an
arms race, breathes a farcical
flickering of a moral question. Is
one human life worth redemption,
even at the possible risk of the annihilation of a world power? Vapid
to near obliteration, the question,
and its non-existing peers, is choked

FACT

Ralph Nador
UNSAFE AT
Ralph Nadar.

ANY SPEED by

Whether you are auto-buff, motorist, or pedestrians, " Unsafe At Any
Speed" holds a burning message
for you! Attorney Ralph Nader has
been adviser and consultant to
government agencies, has authored
articles and lectures, and is presently kicking up a storm thru all
media of communication. What is
his cry? _ mainly that the ravages
of the motor vehicle can no longer
be ignored. Despite technology
which effectively reduces injuries
and deaths in all other areas ' the
automobile accounts for 92% of the
deaths and 98% of ·the injuries in
accidents involving all modes of
transportation.
Armed with authoritative evidence, Nader attacks every area
and aspect of the automobile and
its relation to safety His shocking
criticism of the American automobile industry is disturbing to every
reader, nevertheless it is
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Reasons given by students for using the stuff vary, however the
majority of students taken from country wide surveys seem to feel it's
the pleasure involved. They Jo not believe that it is habit forming and
assert may replace liquor as a social intoxicant.
The prime fallacy here seems to be in the way of misinterpretation
of the possible consequences resulting from th use of marijuana. Recent surveys and police reports have indicated that most drµg addicts
are high school drop outs. This pretty much clears the college student
of yesterday. Today's story is just a little bit different, his experimentation with power drugs goes beyond the chem lab.
Harry of the Jet Set claims the pot he pours down his lungs in no
way has addicting powers, yet studies have shown that the majority
of heroin addicts used a milder form of drugs before graduating to
heroin. A potential addict generally starts with some type of a dangerous drug, progresses to marijuana then finally graduates to heroin.
What is even more alarming is the fact the college student of today
seems to nicely fit in the slot £or characteristics of potential addiction,
and that is human weakness . Dr. Harris Isbell, Director, Addiction Research Center, Lexington, Kentucky, reports, 'The cause of addiction is
not drugs but human weakness. The potential addict is an irresponsible,
selfish, immature, thrill-seeking individual who acts first and thinks
afterwards.'
And so the unshaven, long h;tired, barefooted rebel puts away his
protest signs, along with bits and pieces of his draft card and retires
to a long life of short lived hallucination and ecstasy, while he slowly
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Editor
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Assistant Editor
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Columnists

Nader's investigation of the "second collision" (the impact within
the vehicle after the initial collision) is equally exhaustive and
authenticated. He cites court cases,
quotes from established records,
d
fl" h"
an un me mgly names people,
autos and corporations. SportyCorvair, Status-Cadillac, SedateBuick, Sexy-MuS t ang - they and
others all come iii for their burden
of guilt. Albeit, this is not too hapPY a book to read if you believe i.gnorance is bliss.
Rail, air, and marine design hazards are under the scrutiny of government authority, hence N!J.der
feels auto design hazards should
also be so scrutinized. He also resents traffic safety programs and
legislation aimed at the driver but
ignoring roads and cars. Wha,t do
you think? Read the book and judge
for yourself. As an added incenlive, there is an appendix containing a check-list against which you
can rate the safety of your own
car, or the car you are planning to
buy.

. . ... ... . . ....... .. .. . ... Barbara Lofgren
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . .. • Vicki Logan
. . . . . . . . . . . . ...••.• . ... Terri Mascolo
. ... Pat Brieschke, Frank Sesko, Diana Locallo,
Jeff Provus, Harry Rossi
Charlotte Fr:>St, Al Gagnon, Elayne Landini, Jo Ann Pareti
. Linda Koser, John Hansen, Patr icia Eichenola, Corrine Hansen,
Sandra Gordon, Judy Stridell, L inda Stem oe~, Annette Puliue,
Cynth ia Rusin, Fredene Pecchi a, M . J . Del Clello,
Barbara Rosen, Frank Collins, Dan Kahn,
Den ise Kelley, Danette Mahone,, Dean PDlacheck
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Helen Wisllnskl
........ . . .
. ... . Kevin Mc Hugh
.. .. . . . •. •. . . . . .. .
. . . Garv Stockman
. . . .. . .. . .
. . . E. M . Llebow

ATTENTION SENIORS !

Attention! ALL SENIORS
If interested in celebrating grad•

Become a Montessori Teacher

uation with A DAY IN THE SUN
contact Carol Corbett 274-7057
( after 6) or Diane Klee, RO 4·
0933 <after 6) .

MIDWEST COURSE BEGINS JULY 5th
Write for application:

Midwest Montessori Teacher Training Center
1010 WEST CHICAGO AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL. 60622
Attn: C. M.
SUMMER JOBS - CHICAGO

Available for MATURE college and high school girls. Survey-type
assignments for girls with good personality. Also ideal for housewives and teachers. Some assignments available now. Phone Mrs.
Baum collect in Chicago at TA 3-6676 or write the Gracious Lady
Service, Inc., 1819 Kennedy Blvd., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 .
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Faculty Sketch

Dr.
Charles
Stamps
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Student Sketch
Helen Wislinski
She can look very impish or very
dignified, depending on her mood
and her role. Around school you
can find her scurring around on
Senate business usually surrounded by a group of friends . She has
the unique position of being PI:esident of the Student Senate and Office Manager of the Interim. Considering that in most colleges the
newspaper and the student government usually are feuding this is
quite a,n accomplishment. Helen
Wislinski has also helped innovate
other unique accomplishments.
Recently she became a member
of the executive board of the newly formed National Stl!dent Forum

Grad School Gets Grant

Fellowship Program For Inner

City Studies Start In Sept.

In September of this year, 25 teachers on a fellowship program will
begin work on the new Experienced Teacher Fellowship Program in
Inner City Studies under the auspices of our graduate school.
The teachers were selected out of 400 candidates from all parts of
the United States by the committee which formulated the program. Of
by Elayne Landini
the 25 teachers selected, 16 arc from the Chicago Public School System
Anyone who has ever wondered Murray State College, '(Murray,
and the rest are from such diverse places as Seattle, Miami, Texas,
why things just happen to appear Kentucky) and even acquired a
Indianapolis.
on the auditorium screen during a Masters and Doctors degree in
The program in Inner City Studies is sponsored by the U. S. Office
lesson, why we keep hearing voices Speech, Fields of Radio and Tele' of Education which awarded ITCC-N the grant which affords each of
in the language lab, or how any of vision, Public Speaking, and Cul'. the teachers to receive a $4,800 stipend plus $600 for each department.
our school productions are tech- tural Anthropology and Sociology
•Of the 375 schools who submitted a total of 1,000 proposals, 50 were
nologically enhanced, or anything from Northwestern (I've heard of
: granted funds for the specified programs, four of which were in the
else regarding learning other than that!) University. He also retains
i teaching of culturally disadva11taged children. The other three colleges
old reliable books _ anyone who contact with the Directors' Guild
: who are participating in this a3pect of education are Temple College in
has ever wondered about these of America, of which he is a mem! Philadelphia, Texas Western and the University of Alaska. Temple and
things can take a peek down in the ber.
: IT~...C:-N are to deal with the inner city population while Alaska will forlower level amid the computers and Thankfully, Dr. Stamps will un: mulate programs to deal with the education of Indians and Eskimos.
glass towers to see who's behind it tangle himself from the work he
The Experienced Teacher Fellowship Program in Inner City Studall. In a corner office one will find gets so fanatically involved in and
ies is to be conducted for the most part on the Center for Inner City
Dr. Charles H. Stamps, Director of spend three weeks on the Grecian
: Studies which our college is setting up on the south side of Chicago.
Learning Services, who, inspite of Islands and Greece thi~ June.
i Dr. Donald H. Smith is the Director and Mr. Stan Newman is the Ashis many and varied experiences
1 sistant Virector.
Up until now, ·he has a penchant
in teaching, writing, directing and
Upon successful completion of the 40 hour course requirement, the
other television work, as well as for the Caribbean area and the varmaster's paper and oral examination, the candidates will receive a
.his involvement in education and ious islands, and for Latin America
Master's Degree in Inner City Studies. The program will last one year
practical communications here, has and Spanish music; but his tastes,
(3 trimesters). The first two trimesters will be mostly preparation in
managed to remain out of the lime- Jike his philosophy, are of "constant
academic course work, the Iinal trimester will afford the candjdates
\
light. Much of this is di.le to the change.,, Regarding our school and on American Higher Education. the opportunity to work with social agencies dealing with the children
fact that his busy schedule leaves himself, he has this to say, "I have
and their parents. The students will then be expected to play a vital
shares this honor and responlittle room for anything besides found work here exciting and op- She
sibility with students from such r() le in the agency program, and gain more insight into the handling
conferences, meetings, supervising, port unities for possibilities of fur- noted schools , as Berkeley' Harthe crucial problem of educating culturally disadvantaged youngand a tremendous effort called th er learning services in every vard, and the University of Chica- sters.
field ." So, students, if you are
Learning Services.
sauntering down -the hall and see • go. When I asked her how she became a member of this board she means of expressing herself more papers and themes frequently have
Dr. Stamps, fortunately, once
th
did find time to· graduate from Big Bro er watching you -you answered, "I asked to be on it be- clearly. Gregarious and vivacious strangely composed sentences in
know who to blame.
cause I felt our school would be are adjectives that fit her , and them. I had to spend one and a
honored by being part of this Helen likes to talk with people, half years in kindergarten because
Weather Word ·
group."
about a myriad of subjects.
I couldn't speak English." She·
very pleasant wea th er will comHer pride in ITCC-N is evident
came to America from the old
April 1966 sloshed into my record mence on the 20th and last through when you look at her activities rec- Her conversational abilities have French sector of West Germany in
book as the 2nd best month ever! the 21st, However, temperatures ord. Beside her work in the Senate helped her with her duties as pres- 1951 whe? she was 4 years old.
April tallied a very excellent 82.9% will be on the coolish side.
and on the Interim she has been a ident of the Senate. While she
Helen loves to kid alot. Asked
on an average daily basis. The best
' th at d'd
Things will !!et better before they Freshman Orientation leader, (and thinks that a male could cope with why she did some th mg
1 n ,t
month ever was April 1965 which
~
get worse. Temperatures
will soar. her freshman are her pride and the strain of this job better than a turn out the way s he had plann ed
chalked up a great 84.8% !
·
"the best work I' ve done " ), female , s~ie says that being a _fe- an d she 'II dea dpan " I wor k very
above 68 degrees on the 22nd, 23rd, Joy,
·
1 b . male president has one advantage. har d at bemg
st up1·d .,, y et th ere
To say April was wet certainly is 24th and 25th. Little, if any, rain and also started the French Cu
"I
never
have
to
argue
with
people
•
·
·d
Wh
is
expected.
This
period
will
show
en
asked
what
she
liked
most
1s
a
serious
s1
e to her too . Her
an understatement. April soaked
.
d
,
to
get
a
point
across.
"
ft
d
b
1
a out our school she replle , ' 0 ne
pans
a er gra ua t·10n show th·1s.
most Chicago areas with twice nor- May at its best!
thing is the fact that if you have In her sixth trimester at ITCC-N, "My goal is to teach in the biggest
mal rainfall. Normal is 3.04", and I
Rain, sometimes heavy, will oc- any type of a problem there is al- Helen is a French major. Lan- problem center in our city, berecorded 6.31" (Skokie total)! Wet
melting snow toward the month's cur during the period · of May 26 ways some faculty member or ad- guages and reading are her hob- cause somehow I feel a deep closethrough May 27. Temperatures will ministrator that will 'let you cry on bies. She can speak Ukrainian , ness for these kids . If I can reach
generally be on the mild side.
their shoulder.' I think the faculty Russian, Polish and ~German as one child and help and inspire him
Here comes some great weather. and staff of our school is tops."
we! las French. Talking about lan- then I think I will have accompVery pleasant weather under sunWhen you talk with Helen you guages she quiped " English is the lished something." Helen Wislinski
ny to partly sunny skies will float have to look as well as listen; she hardest for me - I tend to think could be best described as a serithrough the region during the 28th 1-i_s_a_lw_a_y_s_us_m_
· _g_h_e_r_h_a_n_d_s_a_s_a_in_a_n_ot_h_e_r_I_an_g_u_a_g_e_an_d_ m_):_'_t_er_m
__o_u_s_im_p_w_ho_e_n_jo_y_s_l_if_e_._ _ __
through the 31st. Temperatures on
one or two of the days may exceed
76 degrees.

of

Students Demand More Say In School Gov.

beginning totaled 1.6" in Skokie ;
normal is a "trace."
. week' s c1oud 1·s th e CumuTh is
· bus (ram
· c1oud) .
1omm
cumulonl.mbus clouds produce
showers and thunderstorms. They
can cause strong down draft winds,
and they sometimes produce large
hail stones. In their most violent
form, such clouds can spawn tornadoes.
The base of these clouds can
nearly touch the ground, and the
tops can reach levels of 75,000 feet .
Cumulonimbus clouds look like
rocks and are constantly swelling
and growing vertically. The future
weather to expect is heavy rain (or
snow), lightning and thunder, and
possibly some hail.
The following predictions were
made on April 19, 1966, and cover
the period from May 19 through
June 1, 1966.
Some water will fall on May 19th.
There is a possibility of sever~
thunderstoms, and a "Tornado
Watch" may be posted.
Cloudy skies will clear up, and

On May 30, Memorial Day, the
Chico, Calif.-(!. P.)-Students tion of "distinguished professors," "Outstanding Professor Award,"
weather is expected to be very of the California State Colleges in improving health services where and three local faculty to receive
good. Temperatures. should be should have more to say about gov- needed , be consulted on tuition "Distinguished Teaching Awards."
above 68 degrees under sunny to ernance practices on the individual prop-osals, and on the budget for Fultz said the student presidents'
partly cloudy skies.
campuses. This was the consensus operating the college.
consensus was that students should
Showers and thunderstorms will of the college Student Presidents
A d
have a hand in this.
in th
march across the citv on June 1, Association during a recent confer- s On ·membership
h" h
ti e ca emicd On health services and other inJ
ence
held
at
San
Fernando
State
enate,
w
ic
recen
Y propose
dependently funded activities ' the
1966. Temperatures will be chilled
d
College, according to Gordon Fultz, st udent participation, th e st u ent student presidents adopted a resooff after th e storm ends.
·
• endorsing student partlClpa•·
president
of the Associated Stu- pres1·dents adopted a resolut1·on 1ut10n
Many people stop me in the hall dents, Chico State College.
calling for a committee of five "to tion in policy and practice. They
and say, "There he is, the trouble
Among the areas in which the look into it." They were not willing also proposed that al! material and
maker!" I just want to remind peo- presidents felt that students should merely to be " accepted.''
service fees paid by students be
pie that this is BE KIND TO have more say-so are on member- On most campuses, the faculties spent on the individual campuses,
WEATHERMEN MONTH (maybe ship of the California State College are nominating committees to sel- and that surpluses should- not rethat will help).
faculty Academic Senate, in selec- ect a candidate for a s •stem-wide vert to the state eneral fund.
,i::::::...:..:..:::..:.~:.:.:..-------~==L-:.==:::::::::.....:::.::::.::.:::~~2!:!:::::....__:::~~:::.=.:::::::!!!!~~...!:...:!.J.:.=::=....=::::........:..::!..!.....:.::.....=~=.:....ia.:::::==..;==---

VOCAB RECORDS
Open doors to new financial success, social development, civic leadership
scholastic ·advancement
Designed for everv member of your family . . . from high school level students on up ... to help you all
to m~re rewarding lives. You'll meet people more easily, make a better impression every time you speak,
when you increase your word power. A good vocabulary helps give you the "inner confidence" that is so
much a part of charm, social poise and popularity.

SPECIAL STUDENT RA TE

Normally sells for $24.95

s700

AVAILABLE AT ACTIVITES OFFICE E 219

or send check to

Trans-Ed Inc., 5122

w. Division, Chicago, Illinois
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May
D113
May
A115
May
LT
:l\1ay
AUS

Thursday
LSA
Tuesday
Inter Varsity
Thursday
Spanish Club
Tuesday
Inter Varsity

PHC Plans
More Activities

19
1:00 P . M .
24

10:00 P . M.
26

1: 00 P . M .

31

As in the past the physical health
club has planned another trimester
full of recreation . This trimester, it
was decided at a meeting of the
officers of the or ganization to include the following:

10:00 P . M.

1. Picnic-Beach Party-July 31
2. Splash party-June 3
3. Baseball Outing-T. F. A.
4. Golf Outing-T. B. A.
5. Intra-Mural Softball-Thurs.
1:00 p. m .
6. Tennis Tournament-T. B. A.
Meeting- June 23 7. Fun-Nights
a ) May 19
b) June 9-Faculty vs. Students Softball Game
c) June 30
d) July 21
e) August 4

Sports Ne-ws
Softball: Intr amural.victual and what's more important,
Teams were picked Thursday , a te am effort.
May 12, at 1 p. m.
BIG CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
All men interested in joining the
All men interested who did not cr oss country team should see Mr.
attend are ur ged to attend this Butler in the gym office. ·
Thursday at 1 p. m .
Mr . (sorry 'bout that) Butler has
Last years tournament was a already scheduled three meets for
real success and everyone had an the September trimester. Equipenjoyable time participating by ment for the team is in the process
putting forth their best in an indi- of being ordered.

ELAINE REVELL, INC.

SUMMER JOBS
Stenos, Typists, Dictaphone Operators; Switchboard
Operators, File Clerks, Etc.; Etc. Good Pay. Apply to

office nearest your home NOW.
LOOP
230 N. Michigan Ave.

ST 2·2325
NORTH

483l N. Lincoln Ave.

LO 1·4508
OAK PARK

944 W. Lake St.

AU 7-6888

E veryone is urged to attend each
and every activity. Each new trimester means new tournaments
and other various activities for the
officers of this hard working club
to plan. Indeed there is a great
amount to be done and it is indeed
done well as seen by the accomplishments of past trimesters. The
officers of the Physical Health
Club ar e to be thanked for their
work. We indeed hope you will support this worthwhile organization
by attending as often as possible.

SOUTH

8124 S. Western Ave.

737-1161
DES

251 0 Dempster Street

DEADLIN E

PLAINES

296-5515

MAY 25th

SPECIALIZED ENGRAYING
Grad uations - Programs - All Special Occasions
Weddings ·- Announcements - ln,vitations

Pusona lized Service

BEFORE NOON

Phone 764-8688 (Eves.)

Jlho is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Contr.ol and .its high-speed
computer for a Iive, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.
Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating ·to be exciting and
highly acceptable. All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.

588 - 9365

588 -9 8 50

ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
Tune-up • Brakes Relined • Car Wash· • Tires • Batteries
Grease Jobs • Wheel Balancing • Mufflers • Accessories
Towing • Complete Road Service

4000 WEST PETERSON
CHICAGO ILL
~

SPORT S

•

Bring your car in on your w ay to school.
We'll drive you to school and pick you up when your car is ready

.&...---------------------------------------

LIFE
By HARRY ROSSI

Sport Shorts: Anyone interested in participating on the intercollegiate Cross Country team should get in touch with Mr. Butler immediately.
The Physical Healh Club's intramural softball tournament will start
to play on May 19.
What 's wrong with the Cubs? This question has been hotly debated for the past two dee :1des. But let's not worry about twenty
years of failure, that's almost too much for one man. The question
should be : What's wr ong with the Cubs today?
The Cubs are once again the unhappy residents of the cellar in the
National League. It would be very easy to heap the blame for this
situation on "Leo the Lip," the Cubs colorful manager , but the plain
truth is that the ·players themselves are to blame, and it is slightly unrealistic to put all the blame on one m an's shoulders. To give you my
analysis of why the Cubs are in last place I will give you my opinions
of the strengths or weaknesses of each position.
Catching - The Cubs have in Randy Hundley as good a mechanical
catcher as there is in the league. Right now, however , his hitting ability
is the big question mark.
First Base - The Cubs have aging Ernie Banks and youthful John
Bocabella. Banks' hitting thus far has been anemic , and Bocabella 's
striking out ability has been tremendous.
Seconn Base - The Cubs definitely have a strong point here in Glen
Beckert, who, if he hits .250 will be a very valuable man.
Shortstop - Don Kessinger, a rangy shortstop ddensively has
only one offensive weapon , the bunt.
Third Base -- Here resides Ron Santo, probably the best all around
third baseman in the National League. Enough said !
Left Field - The Cubs currently have a youngster named Byron
Browne here. Byron seems to have a lot of offensive potential and with
experience should turn out to be adequate defensively.
Center Field - The Cubs have Adolfo Phillips in center field , who
defensively speaking is one of the best iri the league right now, but is
definitely unproven as a hitter .
Right Field - Billy Williams, the gentleman with the sweet swing
has star ted out slow, but Billy should come around and hit close
to .300.
Pitching - Since the Cubs have traded Larry h 2kson and Bob Buhl
the only proven starting pitcher left is Dick Ellsworth.
If Ernie Broglio could regain the pitching fo r m that made him a
20-game winner a few seasons ago, the Cubs would b2 boosted tremendously, however, up till now he has been erratic. The other starting
positions will be handled byy Bill Hands , part time student Ken Holtzman and hypnotist Bill F aul. In the bullpen the Cubs have newcomer
Fer guson _Jenkin~, and veterans T2d Abernathy and Billy Hoeft , all of
whom should do a good job.
To sum of the Cubs as a team I would have to say that their main
problems are :
a) lack of pitching depth
b) inexperience at too m any positions
c) No established hitters outside of Williams , Santo, and
possibly Banks.
Somehow after writing this column it seems kind of strange to
make this statement, but here it is: I am a Cub Fan.

Trimester Blamed
For Deficit-Pitt.
Kalamazoo, Mich.- (1. P.)-Six
years ago the University of Pittsburgh instituted a trimester system which is similar to Western
Michigan University's . It was
hoped that the system of three
four-month terms would utilize
buildings and faculty on a more
economic basis. M o re students
were expected to come as they
could complete their undergr aduate education in less than thr ee
years and thus save money. That
was theory.
According to five educators appointed by the Ford Foundation ,
the system has been one of the
main r easons for a severe financial crisis .at Pitt which has pr oduced a $19,500,000 deficit .
The committee concluded, however , that the university has made
a number of gains, notably in its
facult y and its expansion of buildings . But the comm ittee did not
think too much of the trimester
system.
First, the trimester sys_tem did
not attract an increase in undergr aduate enrollments as had been
expected. More importantly, many
students were reluctant to go to
th( spring trimester as it contin-

ues on through most of the summer. The net r esult is that the university's enrollment is heavy for
only the 7½ months of the fall and
winter terms . This means that the
buildings are being used less than
before, something that the system
is meant to correct.
To meet the expected rush of
students Pitts contracted with
most of the faculty to teach all 12
months of th eyear. This, the report said , was a major factor in
sending the per-student costs from
$1,028 in 1957-58 to $2,021 only five
years later. This is more than
twice the increase in costs of other
unievrsities in the area , the comm ittee stated.

Ah Spring! However fleeting
it was seemed wonde rfu l. Why
sit in a stuffy coffee shop
when we could do as th is stu·
dent did .

